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Foreword
Urban green spaces play an 
important part in everyday life. They 
provide millions of people with 
space to relax, connect with nature, 
exercise, and play. They create a 
sense of place and if well managed 
contribute to a places’ overall 
quality of life. Green spaces can 
also help us fight climate change, 
help clean the air and provide 
habitats for wildlife. 

Local Authorities are under 
increasing financial pressure and 
with no legal obligation to maintain 
parks, green spaces have fallen 
down priority lists at a time where 
demand is greater than ever – during 
the COVID-19 pandemic millions of 
Britons were particularly reliant on 
their local green spaces. 

Now more than ever, the UK needs 
inspiring green space leadership. 
In this report, we looked to friends 
overseas for that inspiration, and we 
found it in spades.

In this report, we will cover a variety of case 
studies that showcase the art of the possible when 
integrated and innovative solutions are applied 
to establish city-wide urban greenspace. In the 
examples that follow, we will see how cities 
deployed multi-level strategies to improve the 
wellbeing of their residents – such as: ensuring 
political continuity that results in sustainable 
greenspace allocation; creating new city-wide 
policies and programmes for greening; and 
seeking the active participation and engagement 
of communities in development of greenspace. 

Although the following cities faced different 
challenges, and therefore implemented unique 
solutions, there are common themes that we can 
observe throughout. 

• Strategic partnerships with local and 
international stakeholders to maximise a 
network of support and inspiration;

• Creating multi-functional greenspaces that 
meet the demands of growing populations, as 
well as the effects of climate change; and

• Regenerating neglected areas have the 
highest return on investment at a social, 

cultural, and environmental level.

Overall, these case studies demonstrate that 
increasing and maintaining of greenspace, when 
informed by local stakeholders and broader 
policies, will have a ‘domino effect’ that positively 
impacts all aspects of society and the environment. 
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Introduction
What is in this report?
This report presents findings from a mixture of 
desk research and qualitative interviews with 
case study stakeholders. 
The case studies demonstrate systemic greening 
and climate change resilience on a city-wide 
scale, and where possible, focuses on ‘how’ 
this was done.
In-depth case studies containing additional 
insights from in-depth interviews with key 
individuals involved in the initiatives, are 
available for Barcelona, Edmonton, Lisbon (and 
Almada), Melbourne, Paris and St Louis on the 
Future Parks website.
Note: Cover image - “Rendering of how green Melbourne 
could look” by Government News 
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Locations of 12 case studies

St. Louis, USA
Great Rivers Greenway (GRG) develops 
and maintains interconnected 
greenways across St.Louis that are 
focussed on providing equitable access 
to the greenspace and the city. 

Edmonton, Canada
Development of joined up 
biodiversity, climate change and 
planning strategies to create a 
greenspace network that is both 
ecologically sound and serves 
community needs all year round. 

Barcelona, Spain
Development of public-focussed plans that allow for nature and 
urbanity to work together, such as the Tree Masterplan and 
increased fully pedestrianised greenspaces and neighbourhoods. 

Lisbon & Almada, Portugal
Implementation of local government 
greening measures to reduce CO2 
emissions including green corridors, 
cycling routes and biodiverse meadows.  

Paris, France
Green policies at the heart of local politics, 
meaning greenspace a key focus of all 
city-wide planning and climate change 
strategies. This includes reduction of tra�c in 
dedicated parts of the city and a focus on 
community-based gardening and agriculture.

Melbourne, Australia
Major drought in the 2000s fast-tracked 
development of neighbourhood-based climate 
change resistant tree planting, as well as 
leveraging funds to pay for increase in city-wide 
urban forests and urban greenspaces.

San Francisco, USA
San Francisco Parks 
Alliance (SFPA) 
advocates for 
community-based parks, 
recreation and open 
spaces. They developed 
the Community Parter 
Network, which enlists 
steward volunteers and 
the Street Parks 
Program, a partnership 
of community-managed 
spaces on city-owned 
land. 

Medellín, Columbia
Medellín has over 445 projects to 
create 30 interconnected green 
corridors. These provide ecological 
systems and connected recreational 
greenspaces that are part of a wider 
suite of nature-based legislation. 

Vitoria-Gasteiz, Spain
Green border around the city 
established in 1980s. Current 
strategy to develop 
interconnected greenspaces that 
improve accessibility and 
increase environmental 
awareness.

Madrid, Spain
Multi-year programme designed to improve living 
conditions of key areas of city by tackling social 
challenges, public spaces, and mobility. This involves 
improving public spaces and the environmental 
sustainability of these areas. 

Rotterdam, Netherlands
Issues of increasing population and climate change being 
mitigated against through future-proo�ng measures, such as 
better water management, green roofs and improving 
community-based recreational and public spaces.

Berlin, Germany
The State of Berlin set up a subsidiary known as 
Grün Berlin, which works with the Senate and 
the city’s boroughs to create green infrastructure 
and ecologically sound public spaces. 
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Inspiring highlights 
Barcelona: A city where nature and urbanity 
intermingle and enhance one another, while also 
being resilient to climate change (pg 8)

• Utilising a bottom up approach to mitigating 
against climate change including adoption of 
citizen led initiatives.

• The Tree Master Plan focuses on investing in the 
health and quality of trees throughout the city. It 
is not about increasing the number of trees but 
instead increasing the canopy cover. 

• Reclaiming space from traffic by reorganising city 
into Superblocks

City of Paris: “Paris en Commun” strategy is 
focused on creating a “city of proximities” (pg 10)

• Paris’s strategy is rooted in the 15-minute city 
concept, creating a neighbourhood-centred city 
whereby residents can cover most of their needs 
within 15-min by either walking or cycling.

• 300km of new bike lanes and traffic reduction on 
previously major through roads has made Paris 
more pedestrian friendly

• With the creative use of public land, Paris has 
created a network of 150 community gardens, 
enabling urban agriculture and community 
gardening

Melbourne: A joined-up, science led greening 
approach to mitigate against extreme weather and 
climate change (pg 12)

Creation of Urban Forest Fund, funded by private 
developers, to allow for the creation of Urban Forests 
on public and private land throughout the city

Assessing the appropriateness of tree species for 
climate resilience and aim to both diversify species and 
increase canopy cover

Green Laneways programme aims to create cooler 
microclimates, capture storm water and to combat 
the urban heat island effect, whilst creating pleasant 
environments for residents.

Lisbon / Almada: Green corridors consolidate 
diverse sets of green infrastructure as well as 
connecting the Lisbon Metropolitan Area (pg 14)

• Replacement of traditional lawns with rain-fed 
meadows has reduced maintenance, whilst 
increasing biodiversity and water management.

• Construction of community allotments on 
previously poorly kept municipal green space has 
wide ranging benefits for both citizens and nature

• Innovative use of funding streams combines 
municipal budgets to fund overlapping projects.

• Greening investment in Almada is focused on 
areas of higher deprivation

Edmonton: Creating year round multi-functional 
greenspaces to promote wellbeing and serve the needs 
of growing neighbourhoods (pg 16)

• Ensuring biodiversity and sustainable green 
infrastructure strategies were better integrated, 
so that future projects would answer to a holistic 
strategy and action plan. 

• Implementing a Winter City strategy to create a 
lively and vibrant city where residents make use of 
greenspace in all seasons

• Departments involved in ecology and biodiversity, 
parks and open space were realigned to 
collaborate on a cohesive strategy. 

St. Louis: A network of urban greenways provide 
equitable access and connect the urban centre with 
outlying areas (pg 18)

• St. Louis city, St. Louis County and St. Charles 
County came together to develop a series of 
interconnected greenways which stitch together 
the district, funded by a sales tax levied on all 
sales in the St. Louis Area. 

• The programme has shifted focus to improving 
greening in dense areas where they can have a 
bigger impact on increasing city-wide connectivity

• Projects are constantly evaluated to ensure that 
they remain fit for purpose with changing use by 
communities
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Berlin Repurposing of unused land and 
policy-anchored approaches driven by state 
owned central entity, Grün Berlin (pg 20)

• Unused, previously industrial land excels in providing 

opportunity for conversion to green space. 

• State owned company, Grün Berlin, uses position 

between government and people to develop 

considerately of social contexts. 

• Citizen consultation is underlined by government 

guidelines - both central to implementation of 

upcoming greening projects. 

Mini case studies: Inspiring highlights 
Medellín Simultaneous approach to 
greenspace and social issues to create 
Colombia’s ‘eco city’ (pg 22)

• Creation of 30 green corridors to reduce temperature 

and connect citizens across the city, prioritising areas 

that were deficient of green public space

• Participatory budgeting has been central to funding 

green corridors, and investment into training less 

advantaged citizens as city gardeners.

• Introduced a legislative requirement that every project 

undertaken by the city has tangible positive outcomes 

for citizens, flora, and fauna.

Vitoria-Gasteiz City’s greenbelt initiative 
to regenerate degraded space and provide 
extensive greenspace (pg 24)

• The city created an environmental studies centre with 

specialised departments in awareness, information 

innovation, and analysis.

• An uninterrupted green loop now surrounds the 

city connecting existing areas of urban greenspace 

to degraded land with the intention of increasing 

availability and accessibility.

• Green infrastructure projects are considered at a district 

level, and include numerous pilots with the aim of 

rolling them out to the rest of the city

Rotterdam Water management and rooftop 
initiatives successful and central to resilience 
planning (pg 26)

• In a city which lies mostly below sea-level, innovative 

solutions to increasing the city’s resilience to flooding 

have been implemented

• The subsidised conversion of roof space to social 

and environmental functions has contributed to a 

19.5% reduction of storm water overflow, whilst also 

combatting the effects of urban heat islands

• Neighbourhoods are coming together to maintain these 

rooftop areas, increasing social cohesiveness.

Madrid Social and structural recovery plan 
incorporates environmental concerns (pg 28)

• Hugely extensive recovery plan, Madrid-RE, prioritises 

improvements in disadvantaged communities focusing 

on social challenges, public spaces, and mobility

• Story Maps allow citizens to track the changes taking 

place as well as allowing for transparent communication 

and encouraging the use of new developments.

• Four urban networks have been identified, proximity, 

environmental, identity and mobility, which must 

function correctly together in order for each individual 

district to function

San Francisco Grass roots empowerment 
of local communities and leaders to create 
effective local greenspace (pg 30)

• Philanthropic organisation, San Francisco Parks Alliance, 

provides resources and funding to those turning unused 

land into greenspace.

• The Community Partner Network brings together 

passionate and knowledgeable stewards who seek to 

create stronger communities by creating green spaces

• The Street Parks Program enables the creation and 

maintenance of community managed spaces on city-

owned land. More than 100 have been created since 

2004.
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1. Case studies 
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Barcelona, Spain
A public-empowered ‘Climate 
Plan’ that influences all green 
infrastructure initiatives
Released in April 2018, Barcelona’s Climate Plan 
2018 - 2030 was an ambitious, Paris Agreement-
compatible plan. It encompassed Barcelona’s 
strategy to reduce emissions by 45% on route 
to becoming carbon neutral by 2050. It was 
co-developed with residents and integrated 
mitigation, adaptation, climate justice and citizen 
action policies. 

It utilises an ecosystem-based approach that 
joins up greening and resilience initiatives that 
are aimed at positively aff ecting citizens whilst 
mitigating the eff ects of climate change using 

green infrastructure strategies. 

A plan to ensure nature and urbanity 
enhance each other
The Barcelona Green Infrastructure and 
Biodiversity Plan 2020 sets out that Barcelona in 
2050 will be a city where nature and urbanity 
intermingle and enhance one another. It is an 
action plan that envisages a model of an urban 

green network which involves green corridors and 
recognition and modifi cation of opportunity areas, 
such as roofs and balconies to unoccupied plots. 

A twenty year plan for trees
Barcelona is focussed on planting and managing 
trees across the city through the current “Trees for 
living: Barcelona Tree Master Plan 2017-37”. The 
Plan aims to create a well-managed, healthy and 
biodiverse woodland that will interconnect the 
urban and natural environment whilst also being 
resilient to climate change and in turn enabling 
residents to adapt to the changing climate.

• Co-production strategies were key to the 
collaboration between the council, public and 
private organisations and citizens as part of 
this project; and 

• These biodiversity and tree canopy goals 
were then legally enshrined so they would be 
integrated into all spatial planning projects.

Image: City vision for 2050 – Barcelona Green Infrastructure and Biodiversity Plan 2020 
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Reducing city areas dedicated to traffic
The intention of the Superblocks (Superilles) 
programme is to reorganise the layout of 
Barcelona, by redistributing the mobility structure 
of streets so that those dedicated to traffic are 
limited. Streets previously used by traffic can 
be used for other functions such as recreation 
and relaxation, as well as providing additional 
opportunities for developing green space. 

• Undertaken through gradual interventions, 
such as changing road signs and redesigning 
the bus network;

• Traffic becomes restricted to outer perimeters 
of superblocks. This may have an impact of 
traffic levels elsewhere in the city; and

• Nine superblocks are initially being 
implemented, with the development of new 
green spaces within them. The intention is 
for the entire city to eventually be made up 
of superblocks, vehicles being limited to the 
outskirts of each. 

Image: the strategic lines of the Barcelona Tree Master 
Plan (p15)

Image: an example of a Superblock - Ajuntament de 
Barcelona (p10)
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City of Paris, France
Renewing the city’s urban 
plan through green policies 
and increasing greenspaces
The City of Paris’ greening and climate change 
adaptation strategies are driven by political policy 
and are rooted in the 15-minute city concept, 
as part of the ‘Paris En Commun’ strategy. 
Sustainability, food production and housing are 
key concerns, meaning that they influence all 
aspects of greening policy and strategies. 

Greening strategies include the PLU Bioclimatique 
initiative, and increasing resident involvement in 
urban agriculture and community gardening. The 
financing of such projects is done through funds 
from the City of Paris, as well as the climate bonds 
that were set up after Paris COP21 in 2015. 

Changing the rules on climate-sensitive 
construction
Since December 2000, local urban development 
plans (plan local d’urbanisme - PLU) have been 
part of the legal process for urban development 
and land use in Paris. The PLU is currently being 

reviewed to better equip the City of Paris in its 
response to climate change, meaning different 
rules of construction and reorganisation of the 
territory in a manner that is sustainable and 
resilient whilst preserving Paris’ heritage and 
landscapes. 

• The objectives of the new PLU are holistic 
in approach in considering how a new 
construction may impact upon the block or 
district in which it is situated, including its 
relationship with public space;

• It’s an iterative process with the legalities 
being regularly reassessed at key intervals;

• It reinforces current public spaces as being 
creators of resources by turning them into 
green spaces.

Image: “The 15 minute city, Paris” ArchDaily
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Urban agriculture and community 
gardening
Having developed participatory approaches, Paris 
has a network of 150 community gardens that are 
managed by neighbourhood associations. 

• The green permit programme (permis de 
végétaliser) was created in 2015, which 
authorised residents, associations and 
businesses to garden directly onto public 
space, such as the spaces at the base of trees, 
along curb sides and next to buildings. 

• The City of Paris has also set up the 
“Parisculteurs” programme (the Paris Urban 
Farmers programme). This programme 
allocates funds from the Municipality of Paris 
to assist in getting project proposals aimed at 
implementing urban farming activities off the 
ground. The City of Paris utilises its contacts 
to allot plots of land on open space, on roofs 
of buildings or even in basements to be used 
by urban farming projects that have received 
funding.

Image: Plantation Pit Rue Coulmiers – Jean Pierre 
Viguie (paris.fr)

Image: Pop-Up garden on Parisian street – popupcity.
net

Image: Agripolis on the Delacroix Middle School roof 
– pariculteurs.paris Image: Rue de Chevaleret – 

Victor Connan (paris.fr)
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City of Melbourne, Australia
Planning to mitigate against 
weather extremes
Since Melbourne suffered from a major drought 
from 2000 - 2009, which had a substantial 
impact on their parks, gardens, trees and other 
vegetation. Within the city there have been efforts 
to put in place strategies that adapt and mitigate 
the effects of further extreme weather events 
caused by climate change. 

Within these strategies there have been actions 
and initiatives put into place to increase trees and 
vegetation with the aim of providing cost effective 
and efficient ways to cool the city of Melbourne in 
summer and help mitigate issues of storm water 

in winter. 

Creating ‘urban forests’
Awareness of struggling tree species was built 
into the last ten years of strategic outcomes as 
part of the City of Melbourne’s greening strategies 
generally and as part of the Urban Forest Strategy. 

• As part of this, the Urban Forest and Ecology 
Department has been planting around 3,000 
trees a year, new cohorts of trees have been 

established at key sites in Melbourne’s parks 
and neighbourhoods;

• In order to begin implementing the City of 
Melbourne’s Urban Forest Strategy, 10 Urban 
Forest Precinct Plans were developed to 
explore how the objectives and targets of 
the strategy could be achieved at a local and 
community level; and 

• The resulting plans are performance based 
and form part of an iterative process to 

establish desired outcomes for the streets 
within the precincts without being too 
prescriptive with regard to species type for 
each location. 

Image: “Melbourne’s Urban Forest Strategy” - City of Melbourne
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Leveraging funding to pay for urban 
forests
The City of Melbourne only manages around a 
third of the total land within the Municipality, as 
the rest is privately owned. The City of Melbourne 
was therefore looking at ways to achieve greening 
on private property in a strategic way. 

• The Urban Forest Fund enables private 
businesses and residents to apply for funding 
for greening projects, which will then be 
assessed and waited by the council. Accepted 
projects are then match funded;

• Funding is mainly generated through the tree 
removal reserve, whereby any trees removed 
through construction will be paid for by the 
developer; 

• The council contributes towards project 
management and design fees, as well as the 
project itself;  

• The Forest Urban Fund is now mainly geared 
towards smaller private realm projects; 
however, during the first round of funding the 
council also offered the grants to larger private 
developers; and

• The council are now attempting to develop 
stronger sustainability mandates to feed into 
the planning process.

Creating cooler microclimates across 
the city
The Green Laneways programme was delivered 
out of the Department of Parks and City Greening 
and was implemented about four years ago. The 
intention behind it was similar to the Urban Forest 
Strategy, to create cooler micro-climates, capture 
storm water and to combat the urban heat island 
effect, whilst creating pleasant environments for 
residents.

• The scheme involved the development of an 
interactive map that showed laneways that 
were predisposed to going green; 

• Four laneways were selected based on 
800 public nominations and expert advice 
from a panel of engineers, sustainability 
professionals, placemakers and landscape 
architects; 

• During the Greening Laneways programme, 
private property owners were able to offer to 
have vertical gardens and/or climbers on their 
walls or the council did match funding with 
property owners; and 

• This is how the Urban Forest Fund started 
to develop, as some match funding was also 
utilised during the Green your Laneways 
initiative.

Image: “Rooftop garden in Melbourne” - City of 
Melbourne

Image: “Meyers Place, Melbourne” - City of 
Melbourne
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Lisbon, Portugal
A case study in public buy-in
Over the past few decades Lisbon has been 
implementing a suite of greening measures and 
strategies to cut CO2 emissions in order to mitigate 
against and increase resilience in the face of 
climate change. 

Greening measures have included the 
development of green corridors, a network of 
cycling routes and biodiverse meadows that are 
managed by the introduction of grazing sheep to 
Lisbon’s parks.

Between 2002 and 2014, Lisbon managed to 
achieve cutting its CO2 emissions by half through 
its climate change and greening initiatives. 

Creating new green corridors
The Green Corridors network was initially 
consolidated by plotting out remnant areas of 
natural habitat, as part of the Lisbon Master 
Plan. The proposed area for the green corridors 
was defined as a means to connect the Lisbon 
Metropolitan Area, where possible. 

• This strategy was strengthened by the fact 
that much of the land was still within the 
municipality’s property holdings; 

• The total value of the green corridors project 
was estimated to be €65 million. This sum 
takes into account Lisbon’s green parks, 
pedestrian and bike connections, including 
bridges on the green corridors (excluding 
riverside renovations); and

• Funding was used innovatively by combining 
different municipal budgets to fund different 
projects, for example, the bicycle initiative was 
at times used to fund the green corridors as 
cycling lanes were implemented as part of the 
greening process. 

Biodiversity meadows
The Municipality began to implement the 
biodiversity meadows in 2012 under a strategy 
developed in collaboration with Lisbon University. 

• The biodiversity meadows were firstly 
implemented as part of the green corridors 
project; however, this strategy has now been 
expanded by the City of Lisbon to replace 

traditional lawns with rain-fed meadows 
wherever possible; 

• The meadows provide drought resilient plant 
cover, that requires no irrigation and little 
maintenance, thus in turn reducing costs for 
the council that can be utilised elsewhere; and

• The meadows were also maintained through 
the introduction of sheep. Sheep feed on 
ideally biodiverse pasture; they are a natural 
means of keeping the meadows under control.

Image: The Green Corridors of Lisbon - Oppla
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However, the implementation of these measures 
received mixed reactions from the general public 
and opposition politicians. A key finding from 
this case study is that proactive community 
engagement with projects that get a cross section 
of society involved and on board is key. 

Community gardens and allotments
As previously discussed, Lisbon’s municipality 
Green Plan 2010 aimed to link most green space in 
the city through ecological corridors. In response 
to this, the Urban Garden Strategy from 2011 
initiated the construction of allotments throughout 
the city. 

• This strategy was particularly aimed at 
tackling areas of poorly maintained municipal 
green areas. It also involved the removal 
of illegal gardens and agriculture on 
unmaintained land;

• The allotment parks are owned by the City of 
Lisbon and are supervised by the municipality 
with rent being collected to help fund the 
initiative, as well as receiving funds from 
participatory funding streams; 

• The plot sizes vary depending on function 
with some lower income families receiving 
concessions to reduce costs; and

• The City advocates organic gardening 
practices for allotments. Community gardens 
and allotments tend to be managed by 
volunteers, who are expected to adopt organic 
procedures, as well as offer learning around 
sustainable gardening.

Image: “Biodiverse meadow and sheep” - LIFE 
LUNGS

Image: LNEC Campus - urbanallotments.eu/case-
studies/portugal.html

Image: Horta da Lada - urbanallotments.eu/case-
studies/portugal.html
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Edmonton, Canada
Multifunctional spaces for 
the wellbeing of people and 
planet
Since the mid-2000s Edmonton has been 
developing strategy and biodiversity projects that 
serve the needs of nature conservation and the 
social and recreational requirements of residents. 
These strategies reflect the evolving priorities and 
needs of Edmonton through increased recognition 
of the potential impacts of climate change on the 
city, as well as developing multifunctional spaces 
that speak to the social needs of residents in terms 
of wellbeing and health and celebrating cultural 
connections to the surrounding landscape. 

An outcome-based ecological network
Natural Connections was Edmonton’s first 
integrated conservation plan for protecting, 
managing and restoring local natural areas and 
biodiversity, as well as engaging the community 
in this. The plan utilised an outcome-based, 
ecological network approach to conserving the 
city’s green space and the surrounding landscape.

There are three parts to Natural Connections 
– a Natural Areas Conservation plan (2005), a 
Strategic Plan (2007) and a Biodiversity Action Plan 

2009) which are all still functioning as part of the 
city’s biodiversity strategy. 

Planning for multifunctional spaces
Breathe is the green network strategy that has 
mainly superseded Natural Connections. Instead 
of focussing purely on the ecological side, the 
strategy approaches open space as being multi-
functional. 

• Breathe is an iterative 30 year long strategy 
aimed at guiding the planning of the city’s 
green network in a manner that meets the 
needs of growing neighbourhoods. 

• Breathe has three over-arching themes aimed 
at framing how Edmonton green spaces should 
be conceived. These are: Ecology; Wellness; and 
Celebration.

• The Breathe strategy adopted a co-production 
approach.

Image: A Vision for Edmonton’s Green Network – Breathe 
Strategic Plan (2017)
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Modernising green and blue space
The River Valley area is a key piece of greenspace 
that runs diagonally through Edmonton that is key 
to the mitigation and adaptation to future eff ects 
of climate change. 

As part of the Breathe strategy, in 2021, the City 
of Edmonton initiated a process of modernizing 
River Valley planning by updating the 1992 Ribbon 
of Green planning document and the 1985 River 
Valley Bylaw.

• This renewal of the planning document and 
connected bylaws and projects was an attempt 
to ensure that Edmonton’s biodiversity and 
sustainable green infrastructure strategies 
were better integrated into cross-departmental 
planning and projects.

• The Ribbon of Green provides the strategic 
direction for the River Valley modernization. It 
presents the overall vision for the River Valley in 
terms of what greenspace the City of Edmonton 
intends to protect and provide recreational 
access to. 

• The River Valley Area Redevelopment Plan, is 
the regulatory framework for the proposed River 
Valley modernization. It sets out who makes the 

decisions, the rules that guide decision making 
and the process by which decisions are made.

Creating a ‘Winter’ strategy
To ensure that Edmonton’s open spaces are 
used by residents throughout the year, the City 
of Edmonton developed the Winter City Strategy. 
The aim of the strategy was to minimise the more 
negative impacts of winter and create a lively and 
vibrant city all year round whereby residents made 
use of its greenspace in all seasons.

• The strategy was based around a multi-faceted 
consultation where residents were asked what 
would make a diff erence to how they perceived 
and experienced winter in Edmonton. This was 
to understand how to encourage people to 
embrace using greenspaces during winter. 

• Like the other strategies outlined in this case 
study, the 10 year long Winter City strategy 
applies a holistic approach by attempting to 
impact on residents lives through recreation, 
urban design and wellbeing.

Image: “Edmonton, Canada skyline with buildings” - wallpaperfl are

Image: “Four people enjoying the winter sun” - WinterCity strategy
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St. Louis, USA
A public mandate 
for ‘greenways’ and 
‘watercourses’
In November 2000, 68% of voters in St. Louis City, 
St. Louis County and St. Charles County, Missouri, 
approved Proposition C, the Clean Water, Safe 
Parks and Community Trails Initiative. The vote 
created the Metropolitan Park and Recreation 
District, now known as the Great Rivers Greenway 
(GRG), as well as a sales tax to fund greenway 
initiatives.

• Funding for GRG is generated by any 
purchases made in the St. Louis region. GRG 
receives 50% of 1/10th of a cent (i.e. 0.0005 
cents) in St. Louis City, St. Louis County and St. 
Charles. In St Louis City and County (STL) this 
is upped to 1 cent per $10.

• Shortly after the additional sales tax was 
passed, GRG created a foundation, which is a 
non-profit organisation that further supports 
the public money that GRG levies through the 
generation of philanthropic donations.

Building the River Ring: A Citizen-
Driven Regional Plan
GRG adopted their first strategy - ‘Building the 
River Ring: A Citizen-Driven Regional Plan’  - 
in 2004, which focused on implementing and 
responding to the open space needs and concerns 
of GRG district residents. 

• The St. Louis region is surrounded by 
waterways, which is why the greenspaces 
strategy revolved around the concept of a River 
Ring.

• The plan was focussed on three key outcomes 
for successfully developing an interconnected 
system of greenspace, which were economic 
development, social capital and environmental 
stewardship.

• Citizen co-production methods included 
development of Citizen Advisory Committee, 
focus groups, initiation of Technical Advisory 
Committee and community forums. 

New plans focus on equitable access 
to green space for more equitable 
wellbeing
In 2011, GRG published a Regional Plan Update 
that expanded upon the original Building the River 
Ring framework. The purpose of the Plan Update 
was to incorporate additional aspects into the 
framework for building the River Ring.

• Additional aspects revolved around refining 
ideas around evaluation, priorities, partners and 
communication.

• The Regional Plan Update recognised that GRG 
needed to play an increased role in promoting 
and sustaining the River Ring now that the 
organisation and the implementation of the 

Image: The river ring – the foundation for the regional, 

interconnected system – Building the River Ring (2004)
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greenways had been going for a decade.

• Like the original strategy document published 
in 2003, the planning process of the Regional 
Planning Update involved input from various 
community engagement teams and focus 
groups.

The most recent regional plan update was 
published in 2016, it reiterates the visions set out 
in the strategies in both 2003 and 2011; however, it 
is focussed more on putting these goals into action 
and a commitment to the long-term equitable 
wellbeing of the St. Louis region. The update sets 
out achievable action plans focussed on: 

• Building the River Ring

• Promoting the River Ring

• Sustaining the River Ring 

Focusing on dense areas to increase 
city-wide connectivity
More recently, GRG have been deviating away 
from their original core strategy of developing 
greenways around watercourses and are focussing 
their attention on more dense areas that allow 
residents greater connectivity to other parts of the 
city of St. Louis. This is to ensure that current and 
future greenways achieve their maximum potential 

and impact in providing equitable greenspace 
that connects neighbourhoods with wider social 
infrastructure. 

• GRG utilises data to improve existing greenways 
through installation of amenities, as well as 
developing public and private partnerships that 
enable greenways to run through and connect 
to privately owned land, parks, public transport 
routes and infrastructure.

• An example of an ongoing urban greenway 
project that GRG is undertaking is the Brickline 
Greenway. The aim of the Brickline Greenway 
is to create a web of greenways in the centre 
of the city that would then run to the north, 
south, east and west of St. Louis to connect 
neighbourhoods with greenspaces and urban 
hubs and infrastructure.

Image: “Renderings of Brickline Greenway” - Great Rivers Greenway
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Berlin, Germany
Greening and green urban 
development
Berlin has a rich history of reinvention – 
whether by necessity or for future resilience. 
Their sustainability strategy operates at an 
infrastructural level and so it influences various 
aspects of city living, from creating networks 
of walking, cycling and public transport to 
adhering to a set of criteria for more socially and 
ecologically responsible conventions

The city has repurposed urban areas such as the 
decommissioned Tempelhof Airport in 2008 – 
now a 250-hectare green space, or the planned 
750-metre-long swimming pool in the unused 
Spree channel.

Citizens have set up communal gardens and 
allotments that become meeting spaces 
for neighbours and visitors alike – such as 
Himmelbeet and the urban gardening manifesto. 
Further, Berlin is home to Europe’s largest 
aquaponic farm, as well as large-scale indoor and 
urban farming that supply food to grocery stores, 
hotels, and restaurants.

These efforts are anchored to Berlin’s Energy 
Turnaround Act, which provides a statutory 

framework for Berlin’s goal of being climate-
neutral by 2050. Contributing to these efforts is 
Grün Berlin GmbH – a state-owned company that 
aims to develop sustainable urban development 
by designing places that meet the needs of its 
inhabitants and by developing transport solutions 
that are not car-dependent. 

Translating political decisions into 
tangible projects
Grün Berlin’s sole shareholder and parent 
company is the State of Berlin. As such the 
company works closely with the Senate and the 
city’s boroughs to create sustainable infrastructure 
that is climate friendly as well as considerate of 
the city’s various social and cultural contexts. 

• The company’s financing is largely provided 
by grants from the state, as well as its own 
income, and it follows the technical policy set 
by the Senate Department for the Environment, 
Transport and Climate Protection. 

• To this end, they categorise their projects into 
three main themes: creating and operating 
infrastructures with an ecological and social 
function; developing and building attractive 
public spaces; and developing barrier-free, safe 
transport infrastructure. 

An example of this multi-faceted approach is 
the Natur Park Südgelände (Grün Berlin GmbH, 
2022a) – a former industrial wasteland that was 
transformed into a nature park that combines art, 
heritage, and ecological preservation. 

• Grün Berlin worked with artists and landscape 
artists to revitalise this area, following its 
designation as a landscape conservation area 
and nature reserve. 

• In 2022, the the Natur Park Südgelände was 
awarded the International Carlo Scarpa Prize 
(“Natur Park Schöneberger Südgelände and 
Berlin’s Urban Nature,” 2022) in recognition of 
its unique blend between historical and design 
values, as well as social and ecological values.

Image: Art in the Park - natur-park-suedgelaende.de/
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Transformation driven by public 
engagement  
Two upcoming projects led by Grün Berlin have 
public engagement and participation at their 
core: Spreepark and Platz der Luftbrücke. Both 
projects are based on the Berlin Guidelines for 
Citizen Participation in Urban Development which 
outlines the importance of involving citizens early 
in the planning process and empowering diverse 
groups through decision-making and transparent 
communication processes. 

• At Spreepark, citizens were involved in all 
planning stages and their responses were 
compiled in the “Spreepark Course Book” – 
which served as a guideline for construction and 
operation of the park.

• The Platz der Luftbrücke, on the other hand, 
aims to be a model for sustainable development 
of transportation and therefore to promote 
environmentally friendly mobility.

• This project is currently in development and 
one of the top references for the Charta für das 
Berliner Stadtgrün (Charter for a Green Berlin 
City).

• 

Image: “Schieneweg” by Silke Klimesch
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Medellín, Colombia
Utilising local and global 
resources to re-naturalise the 
city
Medellín sits in the middle of the Andean 
mountains, whose surrounding hills serve 
multiple purposes. These hills, however, are also 
home to the poorest communities of Medellín 
– who often have lack of resources and of easy 
access to the city. As the second largest city in 
Colombia, Medellín’s political leaders sought to 
take on deep-rooted problems and pressing issues 
from climate change

Medellín has implemented several initiatives, 
including Sistema de Árbol Urbano (an online 
library where trees are classified and recorded as 
natural heritage of the city); increasing protected 
natural reserves in the city (2,738.5 hectares); and 
creating 30 Corredores Verdes (Green Corridors) 
throughout the city.

Reducing average city temperature
The “Corredores Verdes” combined over 445 
projects that created 30 ‘corredores’ to bring life 
to new ecological systems and improve citizens’ 
lifestyle. 

This is an investment of over $45 billion Colombian 
pesos (9 billion GBP) that aims to reduce city 
temperatures and to connect citizens from all 
areas of the city (starting with the hill-side 
‘comunas’ and spaces that were considered in 
deficit of green public spaces).

• Medellín’s Corredores Verdes has successfully 
helped the city mitigate its urban island effect 
and helped reduce average city temperatures by 
2°C, enabled carbon uptake via plant growth, 
captured particulate matter (PM2.5) to improve 
air quality, and increased urban biodiversity 
thanks to creation of more wildlife-friendly 
habitats (C40 Knowledge, no date; González 
Pantoja, 2019). 

• Notably, the project created an intervention 
along the edge of the city that is bordered with 
mountain ridges to address ecological, social, 
and economic issues (such as mitigating the risk 
of landslides, training residents in agriculture 
for their self-sufficiency; and legalising informal 
housing to lessen displacement).

• By planting more than 308 trees, 240 palm 
trees, and more than 90,000 smaller plants – 
the city created a haven for citizens and wildlife 
alike. Similarly, by targeting the city’s busiest 
areas and those with most inequitable access 
to resources, the city has effectively created 
impact at various levels: ecological, social, and 
structural. Through ongoing policies and public 
participation, Medellín seeks to be Colombia’s 
‘ecocity’.

Image: The Urban Environmental Network– medellin.gov.co

Image: Columbia Road Interchange – medellin.gov.co
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Integrated, nature-based policies
Colombian legislation dedicates that a part of 
cities’ budgets – Participatory Budget – is to be 
invested in projects which citizens help to select 
through a democratic vote. 

• The Corredores Verdes received a popular 
mandate though this vote, enabling it to be 
implemented across the city. 

• Furthermore, as part of this initiative, Medellín 
invested 16.3 million pesos to involve 75 citizens 
hailing from disadvantaged backgrounds to 
be trained by the city’s Joaquin Antonio Uribe 
Botanical Garden to become city gardeners and 
planting technicians. 

In this sense, this project is an example of a 
coordinated effort from political initiatives, to 
legislated frameworks, and citizen participation 
and engagement. 

To continue their sustainability efforts, Medellín’s 
Secretary of Physical Infrastructure has mandated 
that every project they lead needs to have an 
ecological component that has tangible outcomes 
for citizens and fauna alike.

• To this end, the city’s council approved a new 
development that is focused on advancing the 
notion of becoming Colombia’s ecocity. 

• This plan has an investment of 22.7 billion 
Colombian pesos (over 4 billion pounds) 
and has four main indicators of success: 
sustainable mobility; clean and renewable 
sources of energy; increasing green spaces; 
and attention to rural areas.

Image: “Medellin, Colombia” by szeke
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Vitoria-Gasteiz, Spain
Challenging over-population 
and natural landscape 
degradation
Vitoria-Gasteiz is the capital city of the 
autonomous community of the Basque Country. 
It is set in a landscape that is largely occupied by 
agricultural and urban uses, as well as a series 
of heavily forested mountain ranges. In the 1950s 
and 60s, the city had an exponential increase 
in population, whilst also facing decades of 
degradation of its natural landscape. 

To alleviate these issues, the city created its 
Environmental Studies Centre (CEA) and began a 
series of redevelopment projects with the aim to 
connect a series of suburban green spaces in a 
concentric manner to create a natural continuum 
around the city.

The resulting Anillo Verde (Green Belt) of Vitoria-
Gasteiz enabled the city to create better integration 
between nature and city, create a natural border, 
and increase plant and animal biodiversity.

Large proportions of green areas per 
inhabitant
The Anillo Verde was created with four objectives: 
to promote the conservation and restoration of 
natural spaces; to integrate the city with parks to 
improve accessibility to green areas; to develop 
spaces for public enjoyment; and to encourage 
environmental awareness and education. 

• The CEA established the main elements that 
would make up the Anillo Verde, thereby 
imposing limits on the natural landscape and to 
prevent fragmentation of these spaces. 

• The resulting layout was an uninterrupted loop 
around the city consisting of tree-lined hedges 
and stretches of riverbanks, to degraded areas 
such as rubbish tips and abandoned gravel pits.

• Thanks to the Anillo Verde, Vitoria-Gasteiz has 
one of the largest proportions of green areas per 
inhabitant in Europe, with roughly 25 square 
meters per capita in 2012. 

• Today, the Anillo Verde is a circular route 30.8 
km in length and consists of 6 consolidated 
parks that offer a large number of different 
environments (from woods to meadows, to 
rivers and wetlands).

Image: El Anillo Verde – vitoria-gasteiz.org

Image: Salbura Park lagoon – vitoria-gasteiz.org

Image: Zabalgana Park – vitoria-gasteiz.org
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Municipal entity with a mission for 
sustainable development
The current mission of the CEA is to look out 
for the sustainability in Vitoria-Gasteiz, linking 
development to its broader environmental context 
of the Álava plains.

The CEA’s structure is split into three thematic 
departments: 

• environmental awareness and promotion of 
urban sustainability culture (which includes civic 
participation and sport on the Anillo Verde); 

• information and management innovation for 
sustainability (such as implementing strategies 
for sustainable mobility);

• and study, analysis and evaluation of 
sustainability (which supports and funds 
research towards institutional frameworks 
aligned with the Department of the 
Environment).

District level interventions

In the Lakua neighbourhood 20 different green 
infrastructure interventions are being trialled 
across 50 different locations, with the intention of 
extrapolating them throughout the rest of the city 
districts. 

This includes actions in green areas (parks, central 
reservations and roundabouts) as well as in 
municipally-owned vacant plots.

In green areas interventions include naturalisation 
of central reservations, urban woods on 
roundabouts, increasing soil permeability and 
strengthening trees in the roadway.

However, in transitory areas interventions such as 
agro-forestry (lavender and willow), urban forests, 
horticultural gardens and flower meadows are 
bring trialled.

The overall aim is to improve the environmental 
quality of the district by:

• Increasing urban biodiversity; reducing 
the urban heat island effect, reducing 
management and maintenance costs and 
giving the vacant plots a transitory use. 

Image – location of pilot projects in Lakua – vitoria-

gasteiz.org 

Image: cultivation of aromatic plants in vacant plot – 

vitoria-gasteiz.org 

Image: location of pilot projects in Lakua - vitoria-

gasteiz.org
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Rotterdam, Netherlands
Future proofing against 
climate change and population 
challenges
The bombing of 14 May 1940 almost destroyed the 
city of Rotterdam and four neighbouring cities. 
After the end of the war, Rotterdam had two 
main periods of reconstruction: one that focused 
on functional planning (Post-war reconstruction 
Community Rotterdam, no date) and a second 
focused on ‘cozyfication’ (Hans Renes, 2016) in 
lieu of having a historic centre to restore. It is 
no surprise then that Rotterdam considers itself 
the ultimate city of reconstruction. Today, the city 
faces new challenges with a growing population 
on limited urban spaces, the effects of climate 
change to rising sea levels, and (most recently) 
the effects of the COVID-19 pandemic. To address 
these challenges, the city has adopted a series 
of projects to futureproof the city (by becoming 
a leader in water management), to use their 
current urban spaces more effectively (by creating 
multipurpose roofs), and overall, to improve the 
quality of life for its citizens (starting with its most 
neglected neighbourhoods).

Multifunctional rooftops
Because the majority of Rotterdam is below sea 
level, the city has had to invest in innovative 
solutions to combat climate change. These include 
sponge parks to absorb water, sunken squares 
that double as water retention ponds, and offering 
subsidies to encourage building owners to retrofit 
their rooftops to become multifunctional spaces. 

The city has a potential 18.5 square kilometre 
space of flat roofs that have the potential to help 
with water retention, generating sustainable 
energy, or creating terraces – all of which help add 
value to citizen’s quality of life. 

• To this end, the city council is offering 
subsidies for these rooftop transformations as 
well as differentiating between seven rooftop 
functions represented by different colours (for 
example green to increase biodiversity in the 
city; blue to store ware; red to house social 
functions; orange for mobility; and more)

• In addition to these subsidies, the city has 
created a Multifunctional Rooftops Tool 
so building owners can make investment 

decisions and assess the value of their 
transformations. 

• Whilst the city continues to attract building 
owners to adapt their rooftops (for example 
through the Rooftop Days festival and 
temporary installations connecting rooftops), 
these multifunctional roofs have already 
proven effective in combatting the effects of 
climate change. 

• MVRDV (commissioned by the municipality 
of Rotterdam) have created a Roof catalogue, 
detailing 130 different ways in which a roof 
can be used. They aim to inspire not only 
individuals, but also developers and housing 
corporations to invest in their rooftops

Image: an example roofscape from the Roof Catalogue 

– MVRDR.nl
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Rotterdam multifunctional roofs have contributed 
by reducing 19.5% of storm water overflow on 
an annual basis and by combatting the effects of 
urban heat islands.

Moreover, this initiative helps neighbourhoods 
come together to maintain these rooftops and 
to create social value and cohesiveness not 
only through funding by subsidies, but also by 
encouraging ownership through partnerships 
between private spaces (such as supermarkets) 
and the public to take over their rooftops. 

Resilient neighbourhoods

In 2019, Rotterdam launched a project titled 
Resilient BoTu 2028 to empower two adjoining 
neighbourhoods (Bospolder and Tussendijken) to 
become the city’s first resilient district. 

• The programme aims to address the 
neighbourhoods’ low social resilience scores 
(based on connectedness, satisfaction, 
capacity, participation, and living 
environment), as well as to building on 
previous interventions that successfully helped 
reduce debt and social isolation as well as to 
increase education and work opportunities. 

• To this end, the programme launched with 
a call to action for creative entrepreneurs, 
citizens, private parties, and other 
organisations to contribute financially to the 
programme and to collaborate on systematic 
solutions for the area. 

• The project involves the participation of over 
500 neighbours and a variety of stakeholders 
who continue to assess the viability of projects 
in successive stages to fulfil the aims of the 
Resilient BoTu 2028 programme.

Image – Multifunctional Rooftops Tool – rotterdam.nl

Image: “Dakakker Rotterdam” by Yuri Yabi

Image: a green roof in Rotterdam, rotterdamsedakengaden.net
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Madrid, Spain
Urban regeneration outside 
the city centre
In 2016 the Madrid City Council launched a 
multi-year programme called Mad-RE (Madrid 
Recupera, or Madrid Recovers), with the aim to 
improve living conditions in the areas of the city 
with the lowest social, economic, and construction 
standards. 

This led to a programme that operates in suburban 
areas of Madrid to create building interventions 
and subsidise work from small scale dwellings 
(houses and apartments) to large scale buildings. 
Overall, the programme aimed to help 39% of 
Madrid’s municipal population (1.25 million 
people). Interventions financed through subsidies 
must address: accessibility improvements (such 
as installing lifts); improving energy efficiency 
(including HVAC and heating systems); and 
structural conservation or renovation (such as 
repairing roofs and façades).

In prioritising disadvantaged communities, 
Mad-RE has three overarching themes that are 
approached with different emphasis,

both according to the needs of the various 
neighbourhoods and on a year-by-year basis. 

These themes are: social challenges, public 
spaces, and mobility. As such, in the 2019 – 2030 
phase, the programme includes 375 projects 
where: 37% are improving public spaces, 
27% improve urban mobility, 4% improve 
environmental sustainability, 13% regenerate 
neighbourhoods, and 19% propose new central 
areas. 

Digitised municipal planning
Madrid City Council created an online tool to 
ensure that citizens are informed about the 
different phases of the Mad-RE programme and 
to see which themes have been responded to in 

which areas. This platform enables citizens to 
freely access information about the recuperation 
and revitalisation projects that have taken place, 
where they have taken place, and to view the 
history of the sites throughout these interventions 
through Story Maps. 

Story Maps enable citizens to have a detailed 
view of a neighbourhood through a combination 
of text, images, geographical information, and a 
multimedia archive. 

Image: Storymap showing the location of the 375 projects from the Mad-RE 

programme - obrasurbanas.es
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These maps help provide context (and existing 
gaps) for the works that take place as well as the 
four networks that connect all projects – to each 
other and to the broader city (Ayuntamiento de 
Madrid, no date). These are: 

• The proximity network shows how accessible 
and pedestrianised basic facilities (from shops to 
parks) are 

• The identity network identifies places that have 
historic, heritage and cultural value (including 
places for gatherings and leisure)

• The mobility network classifies the different road 
systems, including cycling routes

• The environmental network shows all green 
spaces, from tree-lined streets to sport facilities

Although these maps are described to encourage 
citizen participation, they seem to work more as 
repositories of information and as an example 
of transparent communication. Overall, Mad-
RE programme seeks to create a sustainable 
and socially inclusive city through planning, 
construction, and the coordinated activities 
between government officials and relevant 
consultants and suppliers.

Image: the networks of Madrid – Proximity (top left), Identity (top right), Mobility (bottom left) and Environmental 

(bottom right) – estratagiaurbana.madrid.es
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San Francisco, USA
Empowering communities to 
create & use green spaces
The San Francisco Parks Alliance (SFPA) is a 
philanthropic and advocacy organisation dedicated 
to parks, recreation and open spaces. It was 
founded in 2011 by the city’s two leading parks 
non-profit organisations, the Neighbourhood 
Parks Council and San Francisco Parks Trust.

The SPFA:

• Supports communities by providing resources 
(including funding) to those who seek to 
transform an unused parcel of land in their 
neighbourhoods;

• Encourages people to explore their parks 
through event programming and provides 
city-wide advocacy that expands the public 
realm, makes public spaces more equitable, 
and supports public spaces that are 
environmentally and financially sustainable;

• Aims to empower communities and engage 
public agencies to create green public spaces. 
By partnering with a variety of stakeholders, 
communities work to champion and transform 
their neighbourhoods. 

One of the highlights of the SFPA is their 
Community Partner Network, a group of 
passionate and knowledgeable stewards who seek 
to create stronger communities by creating green 
spaces. 

• Currently, the Network consists of 80+ 
fiscally sponsored Community Partners, 150+ 
additional public space stewards through 
the Street Parks program, and 25+ mission-
aligned organizations

• The SFPA helps partners through mentorship, 
sharing resources, and continuous 
engagement through programming and 
communication. 

• Eligible partners are chosen on their ability 
to demonstrate their organisational skills, 
their long-term vision for the sustainability of 
their project, and their capacity to organise 
volunteers and conduct outreach.

• Successful applicants enjoy a variety of 
services from SFPA, including facilitated 
networking based on project needs, tax 
exempt status for their project, dedicated 
online spaces, and assistance with donations. 

Community-managed spaces on city-owned 
land

The Street Parks Program is a partnership that 
involves various stakeholders throughout San 
Francisco who wish to create community managed 
spaces on city-owned land. The programme 
started in 2004 and since then, more than 100 
Street Parks have been developed.

Image: members of the Community Partner Network - SFPA
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Each project is unique - Street Parks can function 
as ornamental gardens, places of recreation, 
community meeting spaces, wildlife habitat, and 
more. 

Stakeholders include: 

• Public Works – responsible for confirming 
suitability of land parcels for renewal. They also 
review maintenance plans and ensure they are 
up to code. In addition, they provide resources 
such as tool loans and green waste pick up

• San Francisco Parks Alliance – provides 
information on funding and guidance for site 
development, as well as fiscal sponsorship 
services

• Street Park Stewards – neighbourhood 
leaders who are project leads with various 
responsibilities including park maintenance for 
a minimum of three years. Stewards must live 
within three blocks of the project site.

In the process of applying to create a new 
Street Park, stewards are required to engage in 
community outreach. 

• It is recommended that stewards have the buy-
in from their neighbours and to build a group 
of volunteers, as well as to have continuous 
communication with these groups. 

• Stewards are asked to have meetings at all 
stages of the project so that communities 
can help design the site, create a budget and 

propose a maintenance plan. 

Although stewards have a range of responsibilities 
towards their project, they can find support from 
SFPA through supplies (such as gardening tools), 
provide workers to help with tasks, and provide 
workshops focusing on sustainable design.

Street Parks are developed from the community up 
on smaller fragments of Public Works-owned land 
(such as rights-of-way; along sidewalks; and traffic 
circles). These spaces, therefore, help beautify 
and increase safety in neighbourhoods, increase 
biodiversity, activates underutilised spaces, and 
enhance the value of adjacent properties. 

This results in distinctive neighbourhood 
spaces that are purposeful and valuable to the 
communities that build and maintain them.

Image: Athens Avalon GreenSpace by the San Francisco Parks Alliance
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2. What we’ve learned from across the 
globe 
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Key takeaways
There are common threads running 
through the work that has been 
undertaken in each of the 12 cities 
we have showcased in the case 
studies.

Make sure co-production engages a cross-section 
of society rather than already hyper-engaged 
organisations and individuals. The development 
of all greenspace needs to be geared towards 
producing equitable results for all communities.

Undertake gradual measures to o�set the impact 
of the work taking place, for example, changing 
tra�c signs and vehicle routes.

Implement co-production methodologies 
throughout any strategies and projects. This 
helps to engage community stakeholders and 
bring them on board with the implementation of 
greening.

Be iterative and holistic in approach, for instance 
take note of how these measures impact other 
areas of the city and react to any issues.

Utilise land available to create community 
projects that will develop pockets of greening in 
dense parts of the city, such as biodiverse 
meadows, urban agriculture community 
gardens and allotments. This can be volunteer 
led, as well as charging subsidised rent.

 Utilise data to understand how your current 
greenspace sites are being used. This will help 
provide insight into long-term planning of how 
these open spaces need to be maintained.
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 Work with private companies and developers to 
implement green areas on buildings, such as roof 
space. This could be done as part of the compa-
ny’s ESG and Corporate Social Responsibility 
initiatives.

Adopt an ecosystem approach that enables you to 
strategise how di�erent projects can be linked 
together to use funding more e�ectively, for 
example, linking bicycle network funding with the 
development of green corridors.

Develop a greening fund that is �nanced 
through charging private developers for the 
removal of trees and/or develop a climate 
bond that incentivises investors to invest in 
sustainability projects.

Make your greenspaces multi-functional. Places 
can serve a wide range of social, economic, 
ecological and sustainable objectives.

Recognise when initiatives need to evolve. 
Greenspaces that were developed over a decade 
ago may no longer adequately serve the needs 
of their communities. Find ways to update 
spaces to ensure that they better suit the current 
needs of communities.

Make sure that your greenspaces are functional 
throughout the year. In particular, consider how 
spaces could be adapted to make them safer, 
more usable and appealing during the winter 
months.
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Category Strategy Barcelona City of Paris Melbourne
Lisbon / 

Almada
Edmonton St.Louis Berlin Medellín

Vitoria-

Gasteiz
Rotterdam Madrid

San 

Francisco

Legal/policy measures Precinct structure plans ••• •

Sustainability/greening mandates ••• ••• •• • ••• ••• ••• ••• ••

Master plans ••• •• •• ••• ••• ••• •• ••

Plans for legislative changes • •• • •• •••

15-minute city policy ••• •

National/local political policy ••• ••• •• ••• ••• ••

Gradual infrastructure interventions •• •• •

New Municipal departments/committees ••• •• •• • •• •••

Council land use Community allotment plots ••• ••

Community gardens / public space ••• ••• • ••• ••• •• ••• ••• ••• •••

Community volunteer support ••• ••• •••

Interconnected greenway system ••• •• ••• ••• •••

Digital platforms Public participation programmes ••• •• • •• •••

Participatory democratic governance ••• •••

• 
•• 
•••

Key

Some evidence 
Moderate evidence 
Strong evidence         

If you’re looking to find out more about how 
cities went about making the change, then the 
table below identifies the key strategies that they 
implemented.

The first 6 cities also have a full length case study 
available on the Future Parks Accelerator website 
https://www.futureparks.org.uk/

To find out more about the work in all 12 
cities, you will find an extensive bibliography 
on the following pages
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Category Strategy Barcelona
City of 

Paris
Melbourne

Lisbon / 

Almada
Edmonton St. Louis Berlin Medellín

Vitoria-

Gasteiz
Rotterdam Madrid

San 

Francisco

Community 

consultation/

co-creation

Community workshops ••• •• ••• •••

Civil servant inter-departmental workshops ••• •

Self-organised workshops •••

Face-to-face workshops ••• ••

Consulting firms oversee co-production ••• ••

Citizen co-development of strategies ••• •• •• • •• ••• ••• • ••

Funding Biodiversity initiatives ••• •••

Grants for private businesses & residents •••

Real estate investment opportunities ••• ••

Private realm & community-led programmes ••• • •• •••

Council/local government funding or taxes ••• • ••• ••• ••• ••

Private/developer funding •• ••• ••

Climate bonds/local taxes ••• ••• •••

Ecological compensation •••

Combining funding streams ••• • •••

Climate 

change/Ecology
Improving/maintaining biodiversity •• •• •• ••• ••• ••• •• ••

Water management • •• • •• ••

• 
•• 
•••

Key

Some evidence 
Moderate evidence 
Strong evidence         
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Research parameters
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Case Studies We chose global cities where their 
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and new urban green spaces to fund and manage. 
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Sample source Interviewees contacted after finding 
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Reporting method Desk research and interviews have 
been combined together to develop the six in-depth 
case studies that are contained within this report. The 
six mini case studies were reported upon using desk 
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Quotations Quotes included in the report do 
not include a citation as they were anonymised 
throughout. However, they are direct quotes taken 
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